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Foreword by the President of Ju Jitsu International Federation 
 

Dear friends, 

 As a president of the International Ju Jitsu Federation, I am very pleased to welcome You in 

Montenegro. I wish complete success to all delegations. 

 I sincerely hope that these three days of competition we can make known even better our 

practices, open to all and show the world the true place of Ju Jitsu. 

 At each international competition, the number of countries and fighters is constantly 
increasing, proving the vitality of Ju Jitsu through our continents. I wish good luck to all participants! 

Panagiotis Theodoropoulos 

JJIF President 

 

 

 

Foreword by the President of Ju Jitsu Balkan Federation 
 

TO ALL JJBF MEMBERS  

Dear friends, 

 Please find enclosed herewith the first invitation for the BALKAN OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP which 

will take place in PODGORICA - MONTENEGRO. 

 The city of PODGORICA is honored to host this prestigious competition in 2017 accompanied 

also by the hosting of the WORLD JU-JITSU CUP FOR CADETS U15. 

 We are confident that the athletes, coaches, referees and supporters will enjoy a great 

championship, with high technical level, sportsmanship and fun. 

 I wish you all a pleasant experience and a good and successful appearance on the mat for the 

competitors. We look forward to seeing you again 

Anestis Poulikidis 

JJBF President 
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Foreword by the President of Ju Jitsu Federation of MONTENEGRO 
 

Dear Distinguished guest and fellow participants, 

 I wish you warmly welcome to MONTENEGRO. 

 It is my great pleasure and an honor that we are your hosts of such a competition as Ju-Jitsu 

Cadets World Cup, Seniors Balkan Open and Balkan Championship. 

 Our main goal in this matter is to try to bring ju-jitsu as equal level as other sports in our 

country. Also we want to bring together young people from different national characteristics and 

countries. 

 Therefore, the participants will have opportunity to meet MONTENEGRO and especially the 

host town PODGORICA. 

 I wish the upcoming days in PODGORICA to be memorable and I wish you to enjoy in this 

beautiful sport as ju-jitsu is. As a president of Ju-Jitsu Federation of Montenegro, I promise you that 

we will do our best to make your stay in MONTENEGRO as pleasant as possible. 

To all participants I wish good games in sport spirit, and let the best competitors win. 

Mr. RANKO VUKOTIĆ 

President of Ju-Jitsu Federation of Montenegro 
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JJIF and event Responsibilities 
 

Mr. Joe Thumfart, JJIF Sports Director 

joe-jutsu@gmx.de 

 

Anestis Poulikidis, JJBF President 

Mobile: 0030-6936-806924 

Fax: 0030-210-4172714 

E-mail:  efeozz@yahoo.gr 

 

 

Organizing Federation 
 

Responsibility for the event goes to: 

 

Montenegro  Ju jitsu Federation 

Mr. Ranko Vukotić, President of JJFM 

 

For all information concerning the tournaments - hotel accommodation, transport, arrival, 

application etc. you may contact: 

 

Mr. Draško Trninić 

E-mails: drasko.trninic@gmail.com 

Telephone: 0038267251361 

 

Mr. Miloš Ašanin 

E-mails: buducnost.jujutsu@gmail.com 

Telephone: 0038267189895 

 

Mr. Dragan Kračković 

Ju-Jitsu federation of Montenegro 

Address: 81000 Podgorica, Str.’’Kralja Nikole’’ Nr.122 

Tel/Fax: 0038220-223-104                                                                                                                               

E-mail:  jujutsu.mne@gmail.com   
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Venue 
KITION Athletic Center – Verde 

Podgorica 81000 – Montenegro 

Donja Gorica bb 
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Currency 
 

 The currency of Cyprus is the Euro - €, which is divided into 100 cents. Notes and coins 

currently in circulation are as follows: 

Banknotes: €5, €10, €20, €50, €100, €200 €500 

There are coins in denominations of €2, €1, 50 cent, 20 cent, 10 cent, 5 cent, 2 cent and 1 cent. 

There are 100 cent to €1. 

For  up  to  date  exchange  rates  please  go  to  the  website  of  the  Central  Bank  of MONTENEGRO,  

http://www.cb-cg.org 

Banking 
 

 Commercial banks in Montenegro offers a wide range of banking services in Euros, as well as 

in foreign currencies, and have correspondents in most major cities around the world. 

 The banking hours for the public are: Monday - Friday, 08:30 - 18:00. Banks are closed at 

Sundays and on public holidays. 

 Banks at Podgorica International Airport provide exchange bureau services on a 24-hour basis. 

Hotels, large shops and restaurants normally accept credit cards. Banknotes of major foreign 

currencies are not acceptable. Rates of exchange are published daily in the local press and are 

broadcast through the media. 

 A number of Automatic Teller Machines (ATMs) operate on a 24hrs basis in central places of 

all towns. 

 Hotels, large shops, restaurants, etc. usually accept credit cards. 

Credit cards 
 

 Visitors in possession of any of the following international credit cards may contact any bank for the 

withdrawal of cash. 

 VISA CARD 

 DINERS CLUB  

 MASTERCARD 

 AMERICAN EXPRESS 

 Most of the shops, restaurants and hotels accept at least one of the above Credit Cards. 

Establishments with P.O.S. accept also VISA ELECTRON and MAESTRO. Usually the Card symbol is displayed in 

the shop window or at the reception. 
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Facts about Montenegro 
 

 Montenegro is located between 41º 52´-43º 42´ north latitude and 18º26´- 20 º 22´ east longitudes 

and belongs to the central Mediterranean that is Southern Europe. To the north it borders Serbia, to the 

southeast Kosovo and Albania, to the south it is separated from Italy by the Adriatic Sea and to the west it 

borders Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina.  

Area: 13.812 km² 

Population: 620 000 

Length of borders: 614 km 

Capital: Podgorica (186 000 inhabitants) – administrative and economic centre 

Royal capital: Cetinje – historical and cultural centre   

Currency: Euro 

Length of the sea coast: 293 km 

Number of beaches: 117 

Length of beaches: 52 km 

Longest beach: Velika plaža (Ulcinj) - 13 km 

Highest mountain peaks: Maja Rosit (Prokletije)-2.524 m, Zla Kolata (Prokletije)-2534m n.v.; Dobra 

Kolata (Prokletije)-2528m v.n.; Bobotov Kuk (Durmitor)-2523 m v.n. 

Largest lake: Skadar Lake (391 m²) 

Deepest canyon: Tara (1.300 m) 

National parks: Durmitor, Biogradska gora, Skadarsko jezero, Lovćen, Prokletije 

Largest bay: the Bay of Kotor    

Climate: Continental-Mediterranean   

Average air temperature: 27.4 ºC (summer) 

Maximum sea temperature: 27.1 º C 

Average number of sunny days during the year: 240 

Swimming season: 180 days 

Sea: dark blue 

Transparency of the sea: 38-56 m 

Time zone: GTM +1 

Electrical power system: 220V/50Hz 
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City of Podgorica 

 
Podgorica (/ˈpɒdɡɒrɪtsə/ POD-gorr-ih-tsə;[2] Montenegrin Cyrillic: Подгорица; pronounced 
[pǒdɡorit͡sa], lit. "[area] under the small hill") is the capital and largest city of Montenegro. The city 
was also called Titograd (Montenegrin Cyrillic: Титоград, [tîtoɡraːd] ) between 1946 and 1992 
when Montenegro was part of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY), in honour of 
Josip Broz Tito. 
Podgorica's favourable position at the confluence of the Ribnica and Morača rivers and the meeting 
point of the fertile Zeta Plain and Bjelopavlići Valley has encouraged settlement. The city is close 
to winter ski centres in the north and seaside resorts on the Adriatic Sea. 
The city's population was 204,877 in the 2011 census. The Podgorica Municipality contains 10.4% 
of Montenegro's territory and 29.9% of its population. It is the administrative centre of 
Montenegro and its economic, cultural and educational focus. 
 
Podgorica is located in central Montenegro. The area is crossed with rivers and the city itself is only 
15 kilometres (9.3 mi) north of Lake Skadar. The Morača and Ribnica rivers flow through the city, 
while the Zeta, Cijevna, Sitnica and Mareza flow nearby. Morača is the largest river in the city, 
being 70 m or 230 ft wide near downtown, and having carved a 20 m or 66 ft deep canyon for the 
length of its course through the city. Except for the Morača and Zeta, other rivers have an 
appearance of small creeks. The richness in bodies of water is a major feature of the city. In contrast 
to most of Montenegro, Podgorica lies in a mainly flat area at the northern end of the Zeta plain, 
at an elevation of 40 m (130 ft). The only exceptions are hills which overlook the city. The most 
significant is 130.3 m (427 ft) high Gorica Hill, city's namesake, which rises above the city centre. 
The other hills include Malo brdo ("little hill", 205.4 m or 674 ft), Velje brdo ("big hill", 283 m or 
928 ft), Ljubović (101 m or 331 ft) and Dajbabska gora (172 m or 564 ft). In the main, these are too 
steep for development and thus limit the city's expansion, especially to the north. However, 
urbanization has been encroaching on the lower slopes of the hills since the 1990s. Podgorica city 
proper has an area of 108 square kilometres (42 sq mi), while actual urbanized area is much 
smaller. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lake_Skadar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mora%C4%8Da_River
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ribnica_River
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zeta_River
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cijevna_River
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sitnica_River
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mareza
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Flag /Anthem 
 

 All Delegations must provide their national official flag (2) and national anthem (cd) during 

registration. 

VISA 
  

 All travelers must have a valid passport. 

 

Emergency numbers 
 

POLICE: 112 

FIRE DEPARTMENT: 113 

AMBULANCE: 114 
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Accomodation 
 

Hotel VERDE 

 
 HOTEL VERDE is part of the recreation complex, located out of the city, along the river Sitnica, 
which determined the concept and content of the hotel, tailored to the customer needs. 
 Built according to international standards of construction, using materials and systems which 
appear to be friendly to the environment, Hotel grants the necessary comfort and peace for guests 
as well as a pleasant working atmosphere and services which are designed to complement and make 
the guest’s stay even more beautiful. The rooms are colored in tones of nature, along with modern 
lines of furniture. 
 The hotel can accommodate 174 persons in 81 accommodation units, spacious and cozy with 
diverse structure: 

 58 “Standard” rooms 
 6 “Superior” rooms 
 6 Triple rooms 
 6 Junior apartment 
 2 Suites 
 1 Family room 
 1 Deluxe apartment 
 1 room for persons with disabilities 

 A rich gastronomy offer of the hotel is available in buffet and a la carte restaurant, along with 
a VIP Gallery. 
 The other complex facilities are intended to provide additional, more and more needed, 
relaxation and recreation to our guests. 
 VERDE COMPLEX is open for the organization of various sports, business, cultural and other 
events, all upon client’s request; It is ideal for professional athletes’ trainings, conference tourism, 
for business people, but also for beginners who simply desire to enjoy the various facilities of the 
Complex. 
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Hotel AMBIENTE 

 
 The idea of family business which recommends us to relax and enjoy the hotel came to life 
with the opening of Ambiente 04.03.2002. year.  
 We started with four , and since 2007 we have fourteen units , in which with the extra beds 
can accommodate up to 34 people , and the room types are : 1 single, 3 double and 6 with a double 
bed, 2 triples and two apartments. 
 In the first building are reception, kitchen, restaurant, cocktail bar (works non-stop), 4 
bedrooms as well as a summer and a winter garden . The second building (annex) has 8 rooms and 2 
suites. Rooms are mostly with balconies and equipped with cable TV and free internet, mini bar, air 
conditioning, central heating and room service. 
 The hotel has its own parking lot and a large plot (2700m2) with a garden with Mediterranean 
plants and vegetation. 
 It is situated in an ideal location, right next to the Delta City center and office and residential 
complex City neighborhood. In the immediate surroundings are 3 gas stations and major 
intersections for the airport 10km) and Petrovac, Cetinje and Budva and Niksic. Train and bus station 
are 4.5 km away, and the town center 2.5 km. At a few hundred meters of Atlas Capital Center, two 
universities, Clinical Center, RTV, Dormitory and town square Vectra in which are situated banks, 
ministries and others. 
 Guests are offered a bed and breakfast service, as well as full and half board. For a number of 
nights, as well as groups, we give discounts of 10-20 %. In our restaurant and garden area it is possible 
to organize meetings, cocktail parties, birthdays and such. 
 In the restaurant part are offered (a la carte) products from the local cuisine (pies, pastries, 
cakes and ready meals in limited quantities) as well as Italian specialties with a focus on black pizza, 
specific in appearance and taste. It is possible to order and delivery.  
 Breakfast and check-out are until 11 am, and the restaurant is open until 22h in the winter 
and to 23h in the summer, and the opening hours of the hotel is non-stop and you are always 
welcome.  
 We have tried, it is on you to decide.  
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Hotel AUREL 

 Modern and simple, but at the same time notably sophisticated, Hotel AUREL promises a 

memorable stay. Located in a newly built business zone of Podgorica, in the very vicinity of the city 

center, it is ideal for both leisure and business travelers. 

 Exceptionally spacious rooms unite highest technology creations and comfortably pleasant 

aura. Additional hotel offerings and premier service are here just to kindle the already glowing 

experience of your stay. 

 We are delighted to invite you to come and visit AUREL! No matter what the reason of your 

visit is, we are committed to your ultimate satisfaction. 

 AUREL offers different types of accommodation, carefully designed and arranged to please 

your needs. However, all 55 rooms and suites have one feature in common – sharing our enthusiasm 

for comfort and elegance in ultimate simplicity. 

Room amenities at your disposal: 

 Toiletries 
 Bathrobe and slippers 
 Hair dryer 
 Safe deposit box 
 Mini bar 
 Flat screen TV (32" in standard rooms and junior suites and 40" in lux suites) 
 Wi-Fi 
 Air conditioning 

 Located at the hotel’s third level, these two units function as one. From early morning until 
the evening, you can enjoy the stylish aura of the interior or take pleasure on the open air, at the 
terrace overlooking the distant Montenegrin Mountains. Apart from a la carte service, we are 
fully equipped and skilled for providing buffet meals. Buffet is organized for larger groups, usually 
for corporate ones, but can be arranged upon guests’ specific request as well. Standard meals, 
light snacks and wide selection of beverages, served in a sensible manner, are some of the reasons 
why you might spend the hours here… 
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Hotel NIKIĆ M 

 
 Hotel M Nikic is located in a vibrant surrounding on a bank of river Ribnica with a great 
accessibility to the Podgorica international airport as well as all major regional roads. Being located 
in the heart of the city centre, Hotel M Nikić is a convenient place for guests coming for business as 
all major state and local institutions are location with a walking distance.  
 Our well-trained and professional hotel staff and high-quality service offered will make your 
stay in Podgorica memorable. Hotel M Nikić features 71 contemporary hotel rooms all equipped with 
“smart room” technology and designed to satisfy needs and wants of today’s travelers. 
 The hotel has a fitness gym equipped with “Life Fitness” machines. Library with most famous 
local and international literary works in English and Montenegrin language. We also have the Internet 
room with dedicated printer. 
 Hotel M Nikić is easily accessible by all major routes. Montenegrin seaside is reachable within 
45 minutes via tunnel Sozina and Kolašin ski resort is located only one hour drive from the hotel. Our 
71 rooms include 59 double rooms, 6 single rooms, 4 triple rooms and 2 superior rooms. 
 All rooms offer individually controlled air conditioning, IP phone lines, satellite TV, mini-bar, 
safe deposit box, hairdryer and wireless internet free of charge. Furthermore, all guests staying in 
Hotel Nikić M will be able to use indoor parking space free of charge. 
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Hotel KOSTAS 

 
 Offering a terrace and sun terrace, Hotel Kosta's is located in Podgorica. The hotel has a hot 

tub and sauna, and guests can enjoy a meal at the restaurant. Free WiFi is featured throughout the 

property and free private parking is available on site. 

 All rooms come with a flat screen TV and DVD player. Certain rooms include a seating area 

where you can relax. Certain units feature views of the mountains or city. Each room includes a 

private bathroom with a hot tub and bath or shower, with bath robes, slippers and free toiletries 

provided.You will find a hairdresser's at the property. 

 Church of the Holy Heart of Jesus is 700 metres from Hotel Kosta's, while Turkish Bathhouse 

is 1.3 km away. The nearest airport is Podgorica Airport, 9 km from the property. 
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Hotel PODGORICA 

 
 Podgorica has an excellent geographical position in the central part of Montenegro, on the 
intersection of the coastal and mountain region, in the corridor of the tourist flow.Mild climate 
surrounded the town with exuberant wine yards and gifted mild winter and warm summers. 
Abundance of sun makes the town be among the regions with pleasant climate. 

 A special value and natural beauty present the rivers Morača and Ribnica which intersect the 
town north-south and east-west. Podgorica is a natural intersection as well, being 50km far from the 
seaside, and 70km far from the first ski-canter. A curiosity of such a small country is that it gives you 
an opportunity to swim in the sea and, just a few hours away, experience a winter adventure on a 
mountain top all in the same day. 
 Nestled on the bank of the river Moraca, the hotel has a unique location. It is situated in the 

central part of the town, and at the same time it is in the quiet recreational zone, which gives it a 

specific attraction especially during the summer when the temperature is much lower and the air 

much more pleasant than on the other locations in the town. Additional benefit is the vicinity of the 

main administrative, commercial and sports centers in the town. The exclusive location demands the 

exclusivity of the hotel itself and it features the quality of a four star hotel. 

 The Hotel Podgorica was built in 1967, and presents a unique architectural work of a 

renowned Montenegrin architect Svetlana Kana Radovic. She won the national architecture award 

for her project with a special accent on the fitting into natural ambient. The authenticity of the 

exterior appearance and modern interior design completely meets the high standards of the 

hospitality services. 
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Hotel RAMADA 

 
 Ramada Podgorica is the situated in the heart of the city, a three minute drive from the city 

center and a five minute stroll from the lush riverside. The hotel is adjacent to the Mall of 

Montenegro and only 15 minutes away from the Podgorica international airport. Ramada Podgorica 

city hotel is the first international chain hotel in Podgorica, and as such it plays host to key business, 

government and media figures from around the globe. 

 Our local and international hotel staff and high quality service offered will make your stay in 

Podgorica truly enjoyable. Ramada Podgorica features 110 contemporary hotel rooms in 

Montenegro designed in accordance with Ramada standards. 

 Ramada Podgorica hotel offers facile travel in Montenegro as it is easily accessable by all 

major routes. Montengrin seaside is reachable witin 45 minutes via tunnel Sozina and Kolašin sea 

resort is located only 1 hour drive from the hotel. 

 Ramada Podgorica features 110 of city's largest and most elegant guestrooms including 64 
standard rooms, 34 deluxe rooms, 4 junior suites, 2 garden suites, 6 grand suites and one-of-a-kind 
diplomatic suite. 
 All rooms offer individually controlled air conditioning, digital and analogue phone lines, 
voice-mail, cable/satellite TV, mini-bar, safe deposit box, hairdryer and high speed internet access 
free of charge. 
 With over 550 m2 of conference and meeting space, Ramada Podgorica is the city’s most 
sought after venue for conferences, meetings, incentives and celebrations. The hotel features one 
ballroom, two meeting rooms and two boardrooms. 
 All meeting rooms have air-conditioning system, up to date audio-visual/multimedia 
technology and internet connection/ISDN line. Furthermore, the hotel organizes banquet and 
catering services for outside clients. 

 

 

  

http://www.ramadapodgorica.me/location-en.html
http://www.ramadapodgorica.me/location-en.html
http://www.ramadapodgorica.me/accommodation-en.html
http://www.ramadapodgorica.me/accommodation-en.html
http://www.ramadapodgorica.me/location-en.html
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Hotel CITY 

 
 City Hotel offers accommodation in Podgorica. Guests can enjoy the on-site bar. Free WiFi is 

featured throughout the property and free private parking is available on site. 

 Certain units feature a private bathroom with a spa bath, while others have bath robes and 

slippers. Some units have a seating area for your convenience. 

There is a 24-hour front desk at the property. 

 The hotel also offers car hire. Clock Tower in Podgorica is 500 metres from City Hotel, while 

Parliament of Montenegro is 900 metres from the property. The nearest airport is Podgorica Airport, 

8 km from the property. 
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Hotel TERMINUS 

 
 TERMINUS HOTEL is a brand new facility, categorized as a 3 *, opened at 29.11.2012. and 

operates within the "INTOURS", the oldest travel agency in Montenegro. The work was done by 

modern standards, hotel has 16 rooms, 14 single and double rooms and two apartments. It is located 

in the area of the passenger terminal, near the bus and train station, 1 km away from the city center. 

  It has all the amenities necessary to stay and enjoy the friendly atmosphere to all guests 

whose purpose are a business, and tourist visits to Podgorica. Provided for all guests is our own, free 

parking under video surveillance. Free wireless internet is available to guests throughout the whole 

property. 

  With prior arrangement, guests are provided with the transfer and re-transfer from airport to 

hotel and vice versa, at an extremely attractive prices. The hotel has its own rent-a-car vehicles, and 

is able to provide all types of tourist agency services. 

Conference hall with 50 seats offers the possibility of organizing business and other meetings. 

  Professional and friendly staff will make every effort to make YOUR stay in TERMINUS HOTEL 

as comfortable as possible. 

 

Your cozy room and pleasant stay is our concern. 
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Price list 
 

 HOTELS ROOM 1/1, € ROOM 1/2, € ROOM 1/3, € PLACES 

1. VERDE  ****+ 100,00 150,00  120 

      

2. RAMADA **** 85,00 140,00  110 

      

3. CITY  **** 80,00 130,00  80 

      

4. AUREL  **** 80,00 150,00 200,00 80 

      

5. NIKIC  **** 80,00 150,00 200,00 150 

      

6. PODGORICA  **** 90,00 160,00  50 

      

7. TERMINUS  *** 70,00 130,00 180,00 30 

      

8. KOSTAS *** 60,00 110,00  40 

      

9. AMBIENT *** 80,00 100,00 150,00 40 
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Payment 
 

THE DEADLINE FOR BOOKING ACCOMMODATION IS 15/08/2017 

 

 The prices stated above include all the meals (breakfast and dinner at the hotel and 

lunch at the stadium) and transportations. 

 

 Please note that: The only official airports in Montenegro are Podgorica and Tivat Airport. 

Transportation to the hotels will be only offered from Podgorica Airport.  

 

PAYMENTS 
 

1. Delegations are requested to send a precise reservation, specifying the number of rooms 

with names. 

2. The Montenegro Ju-Jitsu   Federation  will  then  issue  and  send  you an invoice . A deposit 

of 50% of the amount due is obligatory in order to obtain fully confirmed reservation and full 

settlement needs to be done no later than the 16/08/2017. For delegations that have paid 

and then cancelled within 20 days prior to the event, 25% of the reservation cost will be 

withheld as cancellation fee. 

3. If you rent room in some other hotel then the official, hotel penalty of 3x30 € = 90 € will be 

charged and in that case there will be no food and transportation service included. 

4. Reservation and payment details will be done through Montenegro Ju-Jitsu Federation. 

 

PAYMENT INSTRUCTIONS 
 

Please pay as per instructions given below: 

Field 56A:   SOGEFRPP 

(Intermediary)  Societe Generale - Paris 

Field 57A:                       PDBPMEPG 

(Account with Inst)          Societe Generale banka Montenegro  

Field 59:   ME25550005120000209541 

(Beneficiary)                 "JU-JITSU SAVEZ CRNE GORE"                                           

IVANA VUJOŠEVICA BR 48, PODGORICA 

Field 70:                               obligatory 

(Remittance Information)   

 

List of correspondents for USD, CHF, GBP of Societe Generale banka Montenegro AD: 

Currency         Bank                                                                SWIFT/BIC                                                                   

USD              Societe Generale New York         SOGEUS33 

CHF               Credit Suisse AG Zurich CH                         CRESCHZZ80A 

GBP              Societe Generale Paris                                     SOGEFRPP 
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Right to participate and categories 
 

 Athletes must be presented and registered by their National Federation. Following 2010 JJIF 

TC and GA decision: max 3 persons per category are allowed. 

 All competitors must have a legal passport of the nation they represent in the championship 

and sports passport of their respective nation! 

 

 Medical certificate is needed, not older than 12 months, certifying their fitness for 

competition. 

 

 Competitors that will reach the proper age in the present year (from January 1stto December 

31st) have the right of participation in the designated category (valid for fighting, duo and ne-waza 

systems). 

 

World Cup: 

Ju-jitsu in class Cadets* 12/13/14 (year of birth 2003/2004/2005) 

Weight categories (for Fighting and Ne-waza systems) 

Boys:-34,-37,-41,-45,-50,-55,-60,-66,+66 

Girls:  -32,-36,-40,-44,-48,-52,-57,-63,+63 

 

Ranking list JJIF event: 

Ju-jitsu in class Seniors +21 (year of birth 1996 or earlier) 

Weight categories (for Fighting and Ne-waza systems) 

Men:       -56,-62,-69,-77,-85,-94, +94 

Women: -49,-55,-62,-70, +70 

Duo classic (jjif rules): men-women-mix 

Duo show   (jjif rules): men-women-mix 

 

Balkan Championship (Open): 

Ju-jitsu in class Children 9/10/11 (year of birth 2006/2007/2008) 

Weight categories (only for Fighting system) 

Boys:  -21,-24,-27,-30,-34,-38,-42,-46,-52,-60, +60 

Girls:  -21,-24,-27,-30,-34,-38,-42,-46,-52,-60, +60 

Duo classic: Boys-Girls- Mix (2 series free choice) 

Duo show: only mix category (free choice max 1,5 minutes presentation) 

 

Ju-jitsu in class Aspirants 15/16/17 (year of birth 2000/2001/2002)  

Weight categories (for Fighting and Ne-waza systems) 

Men:        -46,-50,-55,-60,-66,-73,-81, +81 

Women:  -40,-44,-48,-52,-57,-63,-70, +70 

Duo classic (jjif rules): men-women-mix 

Duo show   (jjif rules): men-women-mix 
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Ju-jitsu in class Juniors 18/19/20 (year of birth 97/98/99) 

Weight categories (for Fighting and Ne-waza systems) 

Men:       -56,-62,-69,-77,-85,-94, +94 

Women: -49,-55,-62,-70, +70 

Duo classic (jjif rules): men-women-mix 

Duo show   (jjif rules): men-women-mix 

 

PLEASE NOTE 

  

 Decisions and explanations from the JJIF Technical Congress in St. Petersburg 2010, adopted 

by JJIF GA and JJIF Board: 

• The age is considered according to the year of birth, not the actual birth date of the 

competitor; 

• The athlete can compete in one higher age category - goes for fighting, duo and ne-waza 

system (juniors can compete with seniors). However, a team (duo) made up of one Aspirant 

and one Junior can only compete in juniors, not also in seniors (the Aspirant, although 

member of a junior team, cannot jump over two age categories and compete with the 

seniors)!! 

• If a competitor participates in the Duo competition, he/she is allowed to be part of a mixed 

couple and of a couple of his/her gender on the same tournament. The organizer will observe 

that the Duo men and women are scheduled for one competition day, while the mixed duo is 

scheduled for the other day.  

• Cadets born in 2003, who is part of a duo team together with an Aspirant, they can compete 

in Aspirants. 

• Addition is that we have included DUO-SHOW system for children U-12, U-15 so that children 

U-12 are doing three techniques from series A and B and children U-15 are doing four 

techniques from series A, B and C. Time of action is 1 minute and 30 seconds maximum. 

 

 Organizers’ further rules regarding age: 

• Cadets CAN NOT participate in Aspirants categories. Cadets compete ONLY in Duo, Duo show 

and Fighting; 

• Children CAN NOT participate in Cadets categories. Children compete ONLY in Duo, Duo Show 

and Fighting. 
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Competition fees – including the JJIF fee 
 

World Cup U15 

Fighting system - 50 €/competitor;  

Duo classic and duo show  system 50 €/couple; 

Ne-Waza system - 50 € 

 

Balkan Open Seniors - JJIF Ranking list 

Fighting system - 50 €/competitor 

Duo classic an duo show system - 50 €/couple 

Ne-Waza system - 50 €/competitor 

 

Balkan Championship 

Fighting system - 30 €/competitor 

Duo clasic system - 30 €/couple 

Duo show system - 30 €/couple 

Ne-Waza system - 30 €/competitor 

 

 The amounts must be paid by bank transfer, to the Montenegro Ju Jitsu Federation account, 

prior to arrival in Montenegro. 

 Please make reference with “Booking (your country) World Cup U15/Balkan Open 2017”. 

 The booking forms should  have been  returned  to  OC up to August 16th,  specifying the 

number of participants and other details. 

 

MPORTANT:  

 

 An extra fee of 10 EUR per person is required for payments made after August 16th. No 

refunds for participants not attending the event will be made. 

 Transfer/payment receipt has to be shown at weighing. Please note that all financial 

obligations must be fulfilled before the registration! 
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Financial conditions 
 

 Please send the list of hotel booking until 17 July to allow us to make reservations for You. 

 

 The  package  does  not  include  the  Gala  Dinner,  which  will  take  place  on  Sunday  night,  

upon  prior registration, for a fee of 20€ per person (includes soft beverages); 

 

 Travel expenses and organization are the responsibility of the participating countries. 

 

 The cost for the accommodation and the participation must be paid by each federation to the 

Montenegro Ju-Jitsu Federation account. 
 

Judogi and protectors 
 

 All competitors must have and use judogi according with the JJIF rules for official competitions 

(white gi for all competition systems). 

 

 Participants for the Cadets World Cup must bring their judogi to registration in order to have 

the competition logo sowed on.  

 

 Soft hand and foot protections in proper color; mouthpiece and jockstrap are strongly 

recommended; chest protectors for female competitors are strongly recommended. 
 

Liability 
 

 Neither the organizers of the event, nor the National Federation (or any of its officials or 

members) will be liable or responsible for any personal injury nor for any loss or damage to any 

property arising out of participations and travelling in connection with this championship. 

 

 Coaches and team leaders are responsible to make sure that all participants are physically fit, 

prepared and capable to cope with the championship. 

Advertising 
 

 Please observe the regulations of the JJIF as far as advertising on the Judogi is concerned. 

Please note that during the championship no numbers on the back of the Judogi are allowed unless 

specified by the organizer. Numbers on the back of previous tournaments must be removed from the 

Judogi. 
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Referees 
 

 Each country should provide minimum 1 referee for up to 6 participants, 2 for up to 15 

participants, and 3 for 15 participants and more. 

  

 A fee of EUR 800 per referee will be requested for not having the right number of referees 
and collected by the organizer and/or JJIF RESPONSIBLE PERSON on the spot (conditioned for 
participation before the draw). 
  
 With the penalty fee JJIF and BJJF has the possibility to invite extra referees from NF’s if 
necessary. Hotel bookings for referees must be included within the booking of the delegation from 
the national federation.  
 
 Referees should attend the briefing meeting on Thursday afternoon. There will be 3 (three) 
days of competition, on 5 tatamis. 
 
 Neither the organizing committee nor the JJIF will be responsible for not respecting this 
obligation! However, if there won’t be enough referees for the competition to take place in good 
conditions, JJIF may decide to complement the pool of referees with national referees of the 
organizing federation decided by JJIF Referee Committee and Balkan federation committee. 

 

Rules and draw 
 

 JJIF Competition Rules, JJIF Competition Organization and Planning. We make an appeal to 

all participants to respect fair-play and JJIF Book of Ethics! (actual competition rules are provided 

also on the official web site of JJEU www.jjeu.eu or JJIF Referees Group web site http://www.jjif- 

referees.com); 

• Competition organized by table with all participants getting a second chance; 

• Computer program, approved by JJIF; 

• Draw will be made by JJIF officials and responsible official from the National Federation, 

together with the IT specialist; 

• The draw will be done on Thursday for all competition days and it is final! 

• If a competitor will not have the correct weight at weighing – or the birth dates are not 

correct - he/she will stay in a pool/table but will automatically loose the match – no change 

will be made to the draw and no refund because of not fulfilling conditions for participation 

when already registered. There will be no second draw. 

• General mistakes discovered at the draw can be corrected by JJIF officials (such as wrong 

name, persons with similar names put in wrong categories etc.). 

• Champions from the previous championship may not be in the same pool (if that is indicated 

at the draw). 
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Appeal Committee of the Event 
 

 The Appeal Committee of the event is composed of 3 persons (1 from the local Organizing 

Committee), appointed by the JJIF Board. 

 

 Any member of the Appeal Committee is to be excluded from making any decisions if the 

participant involved is from the same country. An appeal fee of 200 EUR must be paid to the JJIF 

Treasurer before the appeal is filed (this amount will be returned if appeal is successful). Appeal must 

be filed immediately after the situation occurs (a verbal announcement and filed on paper) so the 

organizer may halt the competition to prevent appealed situation to continue. The decision of the 

Appeal Committee is final. 

 

Anti-doping Control 
 

 All members should make their competitors aware that there could be a doping control for 

several athletes in fighting, duo system or Ne-Waza system. 

 

 If you have entered in the World Championship and are taking any medication or plan to take 

any medication, please check with your doctor whether your medication contains any substances on 

WADA's 2015 Prohibited List. JJIF automatically recognizes all TUEs issued by National Anti-Doping 

Organizations (NADOs), so please contact your NADO if you need a TUE and do not already have one. 

If you have any difficulty in applying for a TUE through your NADO or there is no NADO in your 

country, please contact the JJIF TUE Committee Director, Mr. Paco Luis Gomez 

(pacoluisgomez@gmail.com). 

 

Trophies 
 

• At the end of the competition there will be a trophy for three best teams/country; 

• First three in each category receive a medal; 

• Special trophies will be awarded. 
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Registration to the Event 
 

Mr. Dragan Kračković,  

E-mail: jujutsu.mne@gmail.com 

 

 Please use the forms in attachments (to follow in second invitation) and indicate last name, 

first name, year of birth, weight category or duo-class, address and telephone, referees send by the 

organization, officials and if you would like to use provided transport. 

 

 Please provide exact time of arrival/departure in order to organize suitable transport and 

prepare accommodation for your team. 

 

Dress code 
 

 Coaches accompanying the athletes to the tatami will wear the national team track suit with 

sports shoes (closed). For the finals, formal clothes (with jacket) are recommended. 

 

 Athletes on the podium will wear the white competition gi, without any additional materials 

on their persons (flags, religious symbols, bottles of water, slippers etc.), according to SportAccord 

guidelines. 

 

Flags and Anthems 
 

 Don’t forget to check the flag and anthem of your country with the organizer when you arrive. 

We suggest that you bring with you your national anthem (short version) to avoid any possible 

problem. 

 

Registrations will be made only in writing form up to August 15th to 

 

Mr. Dragan Kračković,  

E-mail: jujutsu.mne@gmail.com 

 

 Please use the forms in attachments (to follow in second invitation) and indicate last name, 

first name, year of birth, weight category or duo-class, address and telephone, referees send by the 

organization, officials and if you would like to use provided transport. 

 

 Please  provide  exact  time  of  arrival/departure  in  order  to  organize  suitable  transport  

and  prepare accommodation for your team. 
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NATION/TEAM*:  

RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL*:  

*CAPITAL LETTERS PLEASE  

 

STATEMENT 
 

 

 Of accepting general conditions for participating at the event as defined in Invitation to 

the event, accepting JJIF Competition Organizing and Planning and fair-play in general, and 

accepting responsibilities and liabilities as follows: 
 

 Legality and right to participate. We are fully aware that all competitors must have a legal 

passport and sports passport of their respective nation! Medical certificate is needed, not older 

than 12 months, certifying their fitness for competition. Competitors that will reach the proper age 

in the present year (from 1.1 to 31.12) have the right of participation in designate category (valid 

for fighting, duo, duo show and ne-waza systems). 
 

 Responsibility. We hereby attest the responsibility that coaches and team leader are 

responsible to make sure that all participants are physically fit, prepared and capable to cope with 

championship. 

 Liability. We understand and recognize the right to the O.C., JJIF and National Federation not 

to accept any liability what so ever. Neither the organizers of the event, nor the MONTENEGRO JU 

JITSU FEDERATION or JJIF (or any of its officials or members) will be liable or responsible for any 

personal injury nor for any loss or damage to any property arising out of participations and 

travelling in connection with this championship. 

 Anti-doping. We are aware that there could be a doping control for several athletes in 

fighting, duo, duo show or ne- waza systems. 

 

Place and date: _________________________________________________ 

Signature: _________________________________________________ 

 

 

 


